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Abstract
A lot of image processing tasks require key-point detection.

If grey-level approach are numerous, colour and hyper-spectral
ones are scarce. In this paper, we propose a generic key-point
detection for colour, multi and hyper-spectral images. A new
synthetic database is created to compare key-point detection ap-
proaches. Our method improves detection when the image com-
plexity increases.

Introduction
Key-point detection is a recurrent step in image processing

for image retrieval, registration, 3D modelling, etc. A key-point
is a particular point or area. Identifying the right key-point is cru-
cial to characterize a part of the image content. For the moment,
the key-point performances are assessed only from multimedia
databases without considering the chromatic frequencies of the
images.

Currently, key-point detectors are developed for grey-level
images or use a marginal approach in different colour spaces,
therefore losing the channel inter-correlation. In this work, we
propose a new colour key-point detector with a vectorial ap-
proach for the colour information. We want a detector that re-
spects the physics of acquisition to obtain a measurement.

The next section proposes a brief state of the art underlining
the limits of the existing approaches. Then, we present the Full-
Vector-Key-Point detector explaining the novelty or necessity of
each step. The third section presents the synthetic database used
for the experiment presented in the fourth section. We assess the
key-point extraction performance with a colour complexity scale
thanks to a new database. Finally, we conclude.

The State of the Art
Detectors are classified in different categories: corners or

blobs. The corner type (Fig. 1) focuses on extracting shapes like
corner, cross or ’T’. Blob detector define a key-point as the centre
of a uniform area contrasting with the background.

Corner Detector
One branch of the corner detector family is based on the

proposition by Harris and Stephens [1]. It is based on the spa-
tial auto-correlation matrix of the partial derivatives. Harris and

Figure 1. Example of key-point detection.

Stephens compare both eigenvalues to extract key-point: a corner
is defined by two large eigenvalues. The corner scale is unknown
prior analysis, Mikolajczyk and Schmid [2] proposed a multi-
scale key-point detector.

In [3], Montesinos et al. proposed a colour adaptation based
on the Di Zenzo gradient [4]. This expression consider the RGB
colour space as orthogonal, hence, is similar to a marginal ap-
proach. Sebe et al. [5] or Everts et al. [6] transform the images
in other colour space (colour invariants or colour opponent) prior
to the detection.

The second branch of the corner family looks for pattern
indicating a corner as presented by Smith and Brady [7]. The
idea is to compare pixel values from the edge to the central pixel
in an interest area. Mair et al. [8] adapt the comparison to speed
up the detection. Their detector, named AGAST, compare the
centre to the four cardinal extrema of the area.

A colour adaptation from Ishikura et al. [9] extracts key-
points marginally in CIELAB colour space. Rassem and Khoo
[10] measure quantified colour histogram to extract key-point.
However, quantification lose information and so does not respect
physical measurement.

Blob Detector
The extrema of the second derivative correspond to the cen-

tre of a uniform area. This is the idea beyond the blob family.
The first proposition from Lindeberg [11] uses the Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG) to measure the centre to extract. This writing
can be applied easily for a multi-scale analysis. To speed up com-
putation time, Lowe [12] proposes to use Difference of Gaussian
(DoG). Bay et al. [13] (Haar) extract key-points based on wavelet
decomposition.

Laplacian of Gaussian have been tested marginally on RGB
images by Corso and Hager [14] and Unnikrichnan and Hebert
[15]. Tahery and Drew [16] and Khanina et al. [17] propose a
colour adaptation of the Hessian approach. Everts et al. [6] use
the Gabor filters marginally. These propositions are marginal or
image content dependent which is not consistent with metrology.

Full-Vector-Key-Point Detector
We wish to produce a measure for key-point detection. To

that end, we need to choose a colour space. Quantification is
prohibited. To respect the physical properties, a vectorial con-
struction is necessary.

This Full-Vector-Key-Point (FVKP) detector is based on the
same steps as the Harris et al. [1] corner detector. Figure 2
presents these steps which are separated in three phases. First,
the gradient needs to be measured, then the corner informations
are extracted and finally the key-point decision is made.

Gradient Extraction
As an image contains corners at different scales, we used

multi-scale derivatives filters. Mikolajczyk et al. [2] proposed
multi-scale binomial derivative filters that are approximation to
Gaussian filters. To be more generic, we construct our filter with
a Gaussian and its derivative.
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Figure 2. Steps to obtain full-vector-key-point detector.

These filters allows to measure, marginally, the gradient on
every channel. The next step is to combine these gradients. In-
spired from Di Zenzo [4], we proposed the Full-Vector-Gradient
in [18] to extract gradients in the sensor space. We calculate
a spatial correlation matrix (MSC) depending on all the colour
channels and their inter-correlations from the image I derivative
along both axis xi at a position x:

MSC =
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The Gram matrix Gm uses the scalar products
〈
si,s j

〉
defined for

the integrable functions (Eq.(4)). The functions correspond to
the Spectral Sensitivity Functions (SSF) of each channel.〈

si,s j
〉
=
∫
R

Si(λ )S j(λ )dλ . (4)

These Equations are generic whatever the channel count.

Shaping
Before the response measure, an intermediate step is nec-

essary to extract the strongest gradients represented by corners.
The gradient rate extraction consist in a simple integrative filter.
A corner area contains more edges than the same area crossed by
a linear edge. Therefore after the integrative filter, the response
from the corner area will be stronger than the edge one. This
step is not about de-noising as it is often considered in other al-
gorithms ( [1, 2]).

The measure of the response we choose follows the princi-
ple given by [1]: both eigenvalues have to be strong to represent a
corner. The response depends on both matrix invariants: the de-
terminant (det) and the trace (tr). Harris and Stephens proposed

to estimate the response value with R = det(MSC)−k tr(MSC)
2, k

being an empirical constant. To free ourselves from the constant,
we choose a new response:

R =
det(MSC)

tr(MSC)
. (5)

Decision Criteria
Corners correspond to local maxima with high responses.

Once a key-point has been selected, several informations are at-
tached to it apart from its location: the response value and the
orientation of the eigenvector associated to the strongest eigen-
value.

By choosing a constant step between the derivative filters,
we can follow the key-point shift of localisation with the filter
size. This shift is a consequence of the gradient rate extraction
step. Therefore we can relocate the large key-point to their orig-
inal location. A corner can be detected at several scales. We
hypothesize that the higher number of scale, the stronger the cor-
ner is. With the relocation, we have access to the number of
scale where the key-point was detected. We choose to keep only
key-point detected at three scales or more. The choice of three
is consistent with other approaches comparing a scale with its
previous and next.

Proposed Protocol
Mikolajczyk and Schmid [19] proposed evaluation criteria

to assess the quality of a key-point detector. The first criteria
is very dependent of the number of key-point detected: the more
key-points, the better results are. The database used is constituted
of real images with deformation from the original view. The im-
ages belong to the multimedia domain and has a low colour com-
plexity.

Our goal is to assess the added value of colour in the detec-
tor. Therefore, we propose a synthetic colour images database.
We choose to develop this assessment in the trichromatic colour
domain, even if the generic writings allows it to be used in a multi
or hyper spectral case.

The created database is similar to the one developed for the
colour gradient assessment [18]. We assume it is easy to per-
form a corner detection if both regions are uniform, even with a
low colour difference between both areas. But if the regions are

(a) r = 0.5 (b) r =−0.5
Figure 3. Illustration of the separability rate (r) depending on the overlap

between two colour distributions in CIELAB.

(a) r = 1 (b) r = 0 (c) r =−1
Figure 4. Example of synthetic images to detect key-point used to assess

performances (r = 1: easy; r =−1: difficult).



not perfectly uniform, they are defined by their respective colour
distributions. The central idea of this dataset is to consider each
side of a shape as a colour distribution. The corner extraction
complexity is relative to the intersection of the two colour distri-
butions (Fig. 3). The more they overlap, the more difficult it is
for the corner to be extracted.

The proposed protocol is based on two 3D Gaussian dis-
tributions. Then, the colour average and the separability rate r
define the colour distributions (Figure 3). When r decreases, the
distributions overlap more, therefore the complexity increases.
For r = 1, the background and foreground are uniform, we say
it’s without texture complexity.

The objective is to detect corner, therefore we choose a five
branch star shape. One colour distribution is the background,
the other is the foreground. We expect 10 key-points, one for
branch extremities and one between each branch. A star shape
offers the advantage of different orientations for the key-points.
The Figure 4 presents three images with different complexity de-
pending on the separability rate or the location of the selected
colour pairs.

To assess the quality of the corner detection, we consider
key-point as a binary classification test. A key-point found at
a given distance of its true location is a true positive (T P). A
key-point detected too far from a corner is a false positive (FP).
A corner that is not detected is a false negative (FN). Then we
measure precision and recall to estimate the detection quality:

Precision =
#T P

#T P+#FP
, (6)

Recall =
#T P

#T P+#FN
(7)

where # is the cardinal of the set.

Results and Discussion
We compare our detector (FVKP) with three state of the art

approach: two from the blob family (DoG and Haar) and one us-
ing pattern (AGAST). For these methods, we used the OpenCV
implementation with default parameters. To compare colour de-
tectors, we have extracted key-points marginally from each RGB
channel. The combination of the different channel responses is
processed by keeping only one occurrence of key-point detected
on several channels.

Prior to precision/recall results, we have to choose a dis-
tance for the distribution average and the maximum distance for
a key-point to be considered as a true positive.

Choosing a Colour Distance
For this selection we use a simple image (similar to the case

from Fig. 4b) where r = 1 for a hundred pairs of colours per ∆E.
the Figure 5 present the percentage of image where key-point are
detected.

The detection threshold depends on the response function
maxima, therefore when ∆E > 0 our approach (FVKP) detects
key-points in every images. For the other key-point detector, the
threshold is a parameter to adjust, so no key-point is detected for
colour difference below 3. Above 3, only some images allow
the extraction of key-point. When the luminance difference is
high, grey-level approaches are efficient to extract key-points.
But, even for larger ∆E = 15, 20% of images have no key-point
extracted from the DoG approach. An adjustment of parameters
might change the results.

The validity of ∆E is below 20. To maximise the number
of images with detected key-point for grey-level approach, we
choose ∆E = 15.
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Figure 5. key-point detection depending on the colour difference without

texture complexity.

Choosing the Distance to True Key-Point
To evaluate the detectors quality, we wish to count the key-

point detected at a given distance from a true key-point. To select
one, we compute the number of T P at a detection distance Dmax.
The Figure 6 gives the recall according to Dmax. This is the av-
erage of 100 images without texture complexity. Only images
with detected key-points are considered for the state of the art
approaches.

The pattern detector (AGAST) is the most efficient with all
key-points detected at less then 2.5 pixels of the theoretic key-
points. It is true for around 99% images while our method finds
key-points at a maximum of 4 pixels for all images. The Haar
detector finds easily the first five key-points, the last five need a
larger distance. It indicates only 5 key-points are detected. When
the detection distance increases, the inner and outer branch be-
long to the same detection area. The other two approaches re-
spond with an increasing distance for each new key-point. Only
one detected key-point could explain such a results.

To be able to compare all approaches we select a medium
distance allowing all detectors to extract key-points. We choose
Dmax = 30. It corresponds to 15% of the image width and is
inferior to the distance between the inner and outer branches
which exclude a key-point to be counted twice as true positive. A
smaller distance would drastically decrease the results from the
DoG approach which one of the most used actually.

Complexity Impact on Precision and Recall
In the previous experiments, we focuses only on the true

positive without information on the false positive. For the cho-
sen colour distance ∆E = 15 and detection distance Dmax = 30,
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Figure 6. Recall depending on the detection distance without texture com-

plexity.
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(b) Precision
Figure 7. Complexity impact on the precision and recall.

we measure precision and recall presented in Equations (6) and
(7). 400 images are simulated, the results from Figure 7 are the
average of images where key-point were detected. The measure
of precision and recall depend on the separability rate: a measure
of the image colour complexity.

The Figure 7a presents the number of key-point detected
closely to a true key-point in regard to key-points to detect. The
FVKP has a good recall whatever the complexity: 100% for sim-
ple images, 80% in the more complex one. AGAST shows good
results for high separability rate but crashes when the colour
complexity increases. The other detectors presents the same ten-
dency for any complexity, around 30% for DoG and around 50%
for Haar.

The Figure 7b shows the number of key-point detected
closely to a true key-point in regard to the detected key-points.
Precision decreases with the number of key-points when this de-
tected key-point number is superior to the key-point number to
detect. The key-point number detected by the AGAST detector
increases rapidly with the complexity explaining the fall when
r < 1. The noisy aspect of the images reduces the ability of the
AGAST detector to find patterns. The number of key-point de-
tected by DoG and Haar increases slightly with complexity in-
ducing a small decrease of the precision with complexity. Over-
all, these two detectors are impervious to colour complexity. By
their nature, they are not adapted to detect corners which can ex-
plain their poor results. The colour detector keeps a high preci-
sion above 80% whatever the complexity. Our method preserves
only key-points detected at several scales. It reduces the number
of detected key-points, keeping the strongest ones even when the
complexity increases.

The FVKP detector gives better results whatever the com-
plexity for both precision and recall. Moreover, our approach
detects key-point for every images. Indeed, these results show
the ability of the AGAST approach to find patterns in non-noised
cases. By their nature, DoG and Haar (blob type detector) are not
adapted to detect corners which can explain their poor results.

Conclusion
After showing the limits of previous key-point detectors, we

proposed a new approach. It considers the sensors characteris-
tics, and respects the metrology constraint. It is generic and can
be applied to any sensors given its characteristics (colour, multi,
hyper-spectral).

We proposed a new synthetic database to measure the added
value of our proposition. The database is designed to extend the
limits of data-driven approach. The key-point detectors are as-
sessed in regard to the spatio-chromatic complexity of the image

content.
Based on a precision/recall analysis we have shown our

method is more robust to change in colour complexity compared
to state of the art approaches.
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